1. The purpose of this paper is to present a general integral inequality concerning subadditive functions and to make applications of this inequality. The applications pertain to relations among integrals involving first and second differences of Lp functions. The finiteness of some of the integrals is connected with generalized Lipschitz conditions and with the existence of fractional derivatives. These facts are exploited to obtain both new and known theorems. Finally we show that in some cases the finiteness of the integral is not affected by interchanging the first and second differences of the function. We say the positive measurable function <p is subadditive on the interval (0, A), 0<A^<*>, if <b(u+v) ^ 4>(u)-\-<p(v) where u, v, and u+v all belong to (0, A). The first theorem states that for subadditive functions the Lp norm, p^i, of <j>(u)/ua with respect to the infinite measure du/u does not exceed a constant multiple of the L norm of this function with respect to the same measure. Here a is any real number. (i) Let p^l, and let a be any real number. There exists Ca.P depending only on its subscripts such that \Jo U1+p" ) Jo M1+a
(ii) If either integral above is finite, then there exists a constant C depending on <p, p, and a but not on u such that <j>(u) ^ Cu" for u in (0, A).
A very special case of this inequality is known : viz. when <p is decreasing and a= -1 [2, p. 39] .
Let M denote the value of the integral on the right in (1). M may be assumed finite and strictly positive. Let E denote the set of points u such that <j>iu) > Mu"/(log 4/3), and let G be the complement of E. Integration over (0, A) completes the proof of (i). (3) shows that <P(u) á Cu" if the right side of (1) is finite. If only the left side of (1) is finite, then the same proof holds except that M must be replaced by the value of the corresponding integral. The constant can be improved somewhat by modification of the set £0. In the case a^O, it is bounded in a for each p.
It is a fact of some importance for applications that the theorem is vacuous for a^l. Theorem 2. Let <p be positive, measurable, and subadditive, and let fo(pp(u)/u1+p<'du<K> for some p>0 and a^l.
Then <p is identically zero.
It is enough to consider the case a=l. We may take A to be oo since <p may always be defined as 0 to the right of A. This does not affect the subadditivity property nor the finiteness of the above integral. If <p is not equivalent to 0, there exists B, 0 <B < oo , such that
du.
Let iV be a large positive integer, and let u = Nv. Since (f>p(Nv)
Now let N approach oo. The resulting contradiction shows that <p is equivalent to 0, and it is not hard to see from this that it is identically 0.
We mention briefly some variants of Theorem 1 with <p positive, measurable, and subadditive as before. Let O^a and 0<p<l.
Then
Let A be finite, and let a^O, 7> 1, £ïïl. Then
The proofs of both inequalities follow the lines already established. It is also easy to see that (1) remains valid if we replace l/u" in both integrands by any positive, decreasing function. If a^ 1, and if the left side of (4) is finite, then according to Theorem 2, <t>p(u;f) is identically 0. This implies that/ is equivalent to a constant, a fact which is an integral analogue of an elementary result for functions satisfying an ordinary Lipschitz condition.
There are examples of functions for which the left side of (4) is finite while the right side is infinite. We define an L2 function by its Fourier coefficients. Let , .
^-r inx 2 1 f(x) ~Ew , cn = ----, 0 < a < 1, 1<7^2.
n-2 w1+2a(log n)~<
The finiteness of the left side of (4) This result has pertinence to a theorem of Offord [3] .
3. The finiteness of the integrals in (4) involves in some cases the existence of fractional derivatives.
Let/(a) denote the fractional derivative of / of order a. The following inequalities are meant to imply the existence of fractional derivatives in appropriate circumstances and represent a sharpened form of (4). . -5=-*) sc-(i" l^-«l*) Jo ux+a It is convenient at this point to substitute f(x-\-u) -f(x -u) for f(x+u)-f(x) in the definition of <¿>p(íí; /). This will not affect the above inequalities except possibly for a change in the constants. The first inequality in (i) is due to Hirschman [l] , and the second is simply a special case of (4). The first inequality in (ii) is due to Offord [3] , who states it using the second symmetric difference of/; but his proof is equally valid in this case. For the second inequality in (ii), we use the following due to Hirschman [l, p. 545]:
a'2». . \2'" r2* (¡>liu;f)
There is a misprint of the statement of this in [l] which accounts for a reversal of the inequality. Now it is enough to apply Theorem 1 to <t>q with p = 2.
The proofs in [l] are rather complicated, and we now give a somewhat simplified proof of the first inequality in (i), which however still involves complex methods indirectly through the use of a theorem of Littlewood and Paley. Let 22cneinx be the Fourier series of /. Throughout the discussion of fractional derivatives, it is assumed that Co = 0. We may also assume that c" = 0 if «<0 (gí. [4] ). The Fourier series of f(x-\-u)-f(x -u) is then 2i22n°-i c» sm nueinx. Let 2^ I /* W ¿x = dp. •^ 0 fc-0 J 0 Since /(a) is, apart from a complex constant, the ath derivative of /, the proof is complete.
4. The point of our last theorem is that in some cases we may substitute the first difference of the function for the second, symmetric difference without affecting the finiteness of the integral involved.
Let A/(x, u) =f(x+u) -f(x). Since the proof is an adaptation of a classical argument, we may be brief. Systematic
